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Sizes: 32, 36, 40, 44, 48 & 50
Yarn: 6 skeins of Morehouse Merino 2-ply (sizes 48 & 50 will require additional skein)
Needles: #6  or #7 (size to obtain correct gauge)
Gauge: before washing/blocking 4½ stitches = 1 inch over pattern (this is the gauge to match)

after washing/blocking 3½ stitches = 1 inch over pattern.
Pattern: Row 1 *knit 1, purl 1* rep from * to end of row, ending with knit 1

Row 2 *knit
Row 3 *knit 1, yarn over needle* rep from * to end of row, ending with knit 1
Row 4 *knit 1, drop yarn over needle* rep from * to end of row, ending with knit 1

(after completing row 4 of pattern, pull knitting down, to even out stitches)

The pattern on this tunic will stretch after washing and blocking. Following are the measurements before and after
washing and blocking:

Size 32 will measure approximately 15½” as you are knitting it, and will measure 19½” after washing/blocking
Size 36 will measure approximately 17” as you are knitting it, and will measure 22” after washing/blocking
Size 40 will measure approximately 18½” as you are knitting it, and will measure 24” after washing/blocking
Size 44 will measure approximately 20½” as you are knitting it, and will measure 26” after washing/blocking
Size 48 will measure approximately 22½” as you are knitting it, and will measure 28” after washing/blocking
Size 50 will measure approximately 23½” as you are knitting it, and will measure 29” after washing/blocking

The tunic is knit in two pieces, then you bind off shoulders together. Front and back pieces are identical. Sleeves are knit right
onto tunic before sewing body together.

Cast on 69 (77 /85/93/101/105) stitches. Knit 2 rows. Now start pattern and work in pattern to desired length to shoulder
(final length will be about 10% to 12% longer after washing/blocking; so keep this in mind when deciding length of tunic).
Leave about 2 yards of yarn, then put stitches on holding needle (a circular needle is ideal for binding off shoulders together
later on). Make second piece same length as first one. Now bind off shoulders together using three-needle bind off. Put front
and back piece parallel to each other—wrong side facing out—and bind off together (How? Knit the first stitch on needle
closest to you together with first stitch on needle in back, then knit second stitch on needle closest to you together with
second one on needle in back, then bind off regularly by lifting first stitch over second—continue this way—knitting 2 stitches
together from front and back needle, then binding off). Bind off 19 (23/26/30/34/36) stitches beginning at shoulder toward
neck. Then bind off middle 31 (31/33/33/33/33) stitches on side closest to you (bind off loosely for your neckline). Repeat
for other shoulder—starting at shoulder using the 2 yards of yarn left over  and binding off toward neck, then binding off
remaining middle stitches on side closest to you for other neckline—again, bind off those stitches loosely.

Sleeves: instead of knitting sleeves separately, then sewing them on, we’ll knit them right onto body of tunic. Beginning at
shoulder, count 52 (54/56/58/60/62) rows down on each side. Then start picking up stitches at underarm location—right
side facing. Pick up 1 stitch  per 2 rows—26 (27/28/29/30/31) stitches to shoulder, 1 additional stitch at shoulder bind off,
then another 26 (27/28/29/30/31) stitches to underarm on other side—total of 53 (55/57/59/61/63) stitches. Now work
in pattern. Every 12th row, work decrease row as follows: knit first 2 stitches together, work in pattern to last 2 stitches, knit
last 2 stitches together. Work sleeve 2½” to 3” shorter than desired sleeve length (to allow for stretching after washing and
blocking). Repeat for other sleeve.

Sew sweater together by putting the two sides together—wrong side facing out—and inserting the needle from back towards
front through the edge stitches (that’s the little knot-like stitch every 2 rows at edge of selvedge), then bringing the yarn over
the edge again to insert into next 2 edge stitches. This way you’ll be creating a flat seam, almost invisible on right side.

Washing/blocking: wash sweater by hand in warm water with mild soap. Rinse in warm water. Squeeze out as much water as
possible, then lay flat to dry.
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